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A~eL  N~unds are obtained for the Scott sentence of a structure. Special attention isgiven 
to linear orderings. The existence of Scott sentences i  related to other properties of 
admissible scts. 
Introduction 
Tile present paper is devoted to investigating tile "'effectiveness" of 
the so-called "Scott process". The notion of effectiveness employed in- 
volves the concept of admissibility which we discuss very briefly in § 0. 
The results of § I to §3 were already stated in [ 10]. Theorem 1.3 is 
of basic impertance to the rest of the paper. It is used in §2 in connec- 
tion with the number of automorphisrns of a countable structure, and 
in § 3 to give a bound on Scott sentences. 
In §4 we a~-e concerned with linear ordehngs. Our results here im- 
prove results given in [ 10]. 
The relation between arbitrary Scott sentences and canonical Scott 
sentences i  explored it~ § 5. F really, in § 6 we discuss the connection 
between certain basic notions of model theory and admissible sets. 
We wish to acknowledge our gratitude to Professors Barwise, Fried- 
man, Keisler and Kunen for their many helpful discussions and sug- 
gestions concerning the material discussed below. 
§o. 
It is assumed that the reader is already acquainted with the most 
basic notions of beth infinitary logic and admissible sets. Any necessary 
background can easily be provided by [ 1, 2, 3, or 7]. Prompted by 
[3] we adopt the practice of considering admissible sets which may 
contain urelements. There are at least two very natural model theoretic 
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reasons for doing this. First of all, from both the general aesthetic and 
practical points of view, when considering a model theoretic structure, 
one is not ordinarily concerned with the particular elements in tht 
domain of the structure, but only with tile relations imposed upon 
them by the relations, functions, and constants of the structure. By 
treating the elements of a structure as urelements, one can achieve this 
end. Secondly, from the more technical point of view, the existence of 
many new admissible sets, for example, those whose ordinals are just 
the natural numbers, provides better bounds than would be obtained by 
considering only pure admissible sets, i.e., admissible sets without ur- 
elements. 
Since the use of urelements in admissible sets may be somewhat less 
familiar to the reader than the other background material, and since our 
treatment differs somewhat from [3], we will include a brief description 
below. We give only the barest of outlines and discuss only those aspects 
necessary for the present paper. 
It simplifies our presentation considerably if we assume that our 
underlying "set theoretical" universe V, is a model of ZFC with a proper 
class of urelements. We will not explicitly adopt a two sorted predicate 
calculus as in [3], and will assume the reader can supply any missing 
details. 
Given a class A, we denote by A u the class of urelements in A, and 
let A s = A - A u, the class of sets of A. We call a set A admissible iffA is 
transitive and (A u, A s, e n A 2) is a model of the theory KPU, in the 
sense of [3], where "within A" the elements ofA u are thought of as 
urelements, and the elements ofA s as sets. Once again, in studying 
admissible sets, we do not choose to explicitly adopt a two sorted 
language for bur set theory, and simply gloss over such considerations. 
Since A u, A s, and e n A 2 can unambiguously obtained from A, we 
adopt the idiomatic ' " . . .  holds in A" and ".4 ~ 9" rather than ' " . . .  
holds in (A u, A s, e n A2) '' or "(A u, A s , e n A 2) 1= ~d'. 
Given an admissible set A, we denote by o(1t) the least ordinal not in A. 
Given a set x, by the support of  x, denoted sp(x), we mean tile set of 
all urelements in the transitive closure ofx.  It is not difficult to see that 
sp is ~-definable in KPU. If sp(x) = 0, then'we say that x is a pure set. 
For example, ordinals are always pure sets. By the pure part of an ad- 
missible set we mean the set of all pure sets in the admissible set. The 
pure part of an admissible set is again an admissible set. Moreover. the 
class of all pure sets of V will ,again satis~, ZFC. 
The reader should be aware that it is not essential, but only expedient, 
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to adopt a universe V with urelements. In particular, by considering the 
pure part of  the universe, one can find copies of al! admissible sets in V 
which contain "virtual" urelements, i.e., urelements when viewed from 
within A. but not when viewed from within V, or from withir the pure 
part of  V. 
Suppose A is admissible and R is a relation on A. We say that A is 
admissible with respect o R if A satisfies the A 0 -separation and &0-col- 
lection schemata with respect o R, i.e., in which a new relation symbol 
is added to the language of  set theory and is interpreted by R. The point 
here is that new atomic formulas have been added and hence new 
",~0-formu!as." I fR  is A-definable on A, then trivially, A is admissible 
with respect o/~. IrA is admissible with respect o R, then, of course, 
Z-reflection, Z-replacement, definition by Z-recursion etc., all hold 
with respect o R. In a similar way we may consider the admissibility 
of A with respect o a collection of relations on A. In this case the 
intention is to add all the new relation symbols imultaneously. 
Given a set a there is a smallest admissible set, called ttyp(a), con- 
taining a, i.e., 
Hyp(a) = f) {B: B is admissible anda ~ B) ,  
and Hyp(a) is admissible. The urelements in Hyp(a) will be the elements 
of sp(a). Admissible sets A which are of the form Hyp(a) for some a ~ A 
are called successor admissible sets. An admissible set A is said to be 
recursively inaccessible iff for each a ~ A the~: is an admissible set b ~ A 
with a ~ b. This is equivalent to saying that ifa ~ A, then Hyp(a) ~ A. 
There are admissible .oe.ts which are neither successors nor recursively 
inaccessible. Such sets A will cc,~tain a transitive set a such that 
o(Hyp(a)) = o(A). 
Our notation is standard, with ordinals being denoted by a, 3, ~, 7, 
and ~'. We will use '27' to denote a language, and 'L' for the constructible 
sets. 
If r and s are order types, r + s is the order type obtained by following 
an ordering of type r by one of  type s. By r. s we denote the order type 
obtained by taking s copies of r in a row. For an ordinal ~, we define 
tl~e order type r c' recursively, by r ~+ 1 = r ~ , r and take a direct limit at 
limit ordinals. One can easily define concrete operations dffectly on 
orderings, rather than on order types, so that an admissible set is closed 
under these three operations. 
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§1. 
Some of the definitions we tbrmulate below may appear to be con- 
siderably more restrictive than necessary. While this may literally be 
the case, the extra restrictions are, when viewed as limitations, effectively 
insignificant, and yet serve to provide a certain uniformity which would 
otherwise be lacking. This unilbnnity, we feel, adds to tile smoothness 
of the presentation by eliminating certain trivial but bothersome ~'special'" 
cases. 
By a language or a lphabet  2? we simply mean an ordered quadruple 
<RS, FS, CS, ;k>, where RS, FS and CS are disjoint sets of urelements o 
be tmderstood as respectively the relation, function and,  onstant sym- 
bols of 27, and where ~, : RS u FS ~ to is meant o give t~e number of 
places intended for each relation and function symbol. By the cardinality 
of 27 we mean the cardinality of RS u FS u CS. 
By a universe fo r  2? we mean an admissible set A which is admissible 
with respect o RS, FS, CS, and ~. The reader is probably alrcady fa- 
miliar with soine development of the basic notions of syntax of the in- 
finitary language 27®w on the unwerse A. 
We define a A-class of w~riables. We use o o . v 1 . . . .  as some fixed list 
of variables wifich are A in their subscripts in any universe. We then 
proceed to define the terms and atomic formulas of 27 it" the standard 
manner. The class of formulas, which we denote by "Fo lm",  is thel~ 
defined by a X-recursion, and so is A-definable from RS, FS, CS and ~,. 
Other familiar syntactic notions uch as free variable and quantifier 
rank are also defined by X-recursion. We use lk,(9), and qr(¢) to denote 
respectively the set of free variables, and tl~e quffntifier ank of  tile 
formula ~o. In particular then, the class of sentences i A-definable from 
RS, FS, CS and k. A complete treatment of the~ syntactical matters is 
available in [ 3 ]. 
For admissible A, the l'ormulas defined in A are always in A s. We 
denote the class of all formulas defined in A by ~2 A and reverse ~.~u 
for J2 V. It will be true that .t:~ = 27.oto n A, and that for each formula ¢ 
sp(~o) c__ RS u FS u CS. In particular, by using new urelements one may 
enlarge A to a larger universe B, while keeping ~ = ~s. 
For convenience we fix an arbitrary alphabet 27 and, in future, delete 
the appendage "for 2?" from the term "'universe?' Furthermore. as we 
shall be dealing only with ut~iverses, we shall simply write '" X-definable" 
for "~-definable from RS. FS, CS, and ~.". etc. 
As usual structures for 2?, which we customarily denote by 9.12 and ~. 
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are ordered pairs of the form (M, A) where M, called the domain of  ~ ,  
is a set of  urelemenis disjoint from RS u FS u CS, and A is a function 
with domain RS tJ FS tJ CS, which carries elements of RS to relations 
on M of  the appropriate number of places as given by X, etc. M and N 
will always denote ti~e domains of the structures ~Jl and ~,  respectively. 
By the cardinality o,:" a structure we simply mean the cardinality of  its 
domain, e.g., ~ is countable i f fM is countable, 
Our insigtence that the domain of a structure, as well as the elements 
of the alphabet, consist of  urelements, imposes no real restriction. Given 
any "structure" in V in the ordinary sense, i.e., with no such t~mitations, 
since V has a proper class of urelements, and since the axiom of choice 
holds in V. there is a structure in our strict sense isomorphic to it. 
Definition 1.1. A structure~l~ = (M, A) is said to live on A i f fA is a 
tmiverse for ~, .4t 6.4 and A is admissible with respect o A. i f  in addi- 
lion, A satisfies the axiom of  infinity, and A ~ A we say that ~ fives in A. 
In analogy to our previous convention, when dealing with some struc- 
ture ~ = (M, A) living in A, we will write "~-definable" etc., in place of 
the more accurate "2-defil~able fi'om A, RS, FS, CS and X", etc, 
Of course, to say that ~i lives in the universe A is merely to say that 
~ll~ A and ~ ~ ,4. If 9Z lives on A, then for each k ~_ a~, M k , the set of 
all ordered k-tuples of elements of M is also in A, while if ~ lives in A, 
then M = U k~,~ Mk, is also in A. We generally use 'm' to denote an arbitrary 
element of,41.~, for arbitrary k. We assume the reader is familiar with the 
basic semantical no~fion of satisfaction. If ~J~ lives on A, then the ~-recur- 
sire definition of the binary relation ~ ~ so[ml of ~0 and m ensures that 
this relation is ~ or  A. If we restrict our attention to the case in which 
~ A, then the 3-place relatio~ ~ ~ ~|m ] is A on A. 
Given a structure~k~1, we denote by o(g)~) the least ordinal 0~ such that 
~ lives on a universe A with o(A) = ~. In addition from [3] there is a 
smallest universe A such that 9)~ lives in A, i.e. if 9,~ lives in B, then 
A c B, We denote this universe by ~l+. Clearly sp(~ + ) = spO.~). For ~,  
and even M infinite, o('1)t) may sometimes be co. In general, o(2Ol +) may 
be strictly greater than o(~l~), but if, for example, RS t,j FS t3 CS is finite, 
o(~ll) = o(~I+), since then, for any admissible A, 9)~ lives on A iff 9X lives 
in A. 
One of  the advantages of our apparently restricted notion of structure 
is that if structures ~ and 9~ are isomorphic, so are ~+ and 9~ + . In fact, 
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such an isomorphism exists even when ~ and ~ are only structures of  
the same similarity type, though not for the same alphabet ~o 
Given structures ~ and 91, we write 
~-A91 
to express the fact that ~ and 9/satisfy precisely the same sentences of 
-~A. We write ~ ---®~ 91 in case ~ and 91 satisfy the same sentences of  
~ ®w. If ~ and 91 satisfy the same sevtences of  quantifier rank ~_ ~ we 
write ~ -6  91. Having fixed structures ~ and 92, perhaps the sam~ if 
rn e M and n e N are ordered k-tuples we use ~ 
m~n 
to mean that m satisfies the same formulas in ~ as n does in 91. 
We use m ~6 n in an analogous way, but write simply m ~ n instead of 
m ~**,~ n. Furthermore, we use .-- alone to denote the relation 
((m,n): m~M,n~N and m"- n) ,  
etc. The notion of-**o~ is given an algebraic haracterization in Karp's 
Theorem of [6], which is basic to the subject. 
By a finite partial isomorphism from ~ to 91 we mean a function whose 
domain is a finite subset of  M, perhaps empty, and whose range is a sub- 
set of  N, and which preserves the relations, functions and constants of  
the two structures. We denote the set o f  all finite partial isomorphisms 
fi:om ~ to ~ by P (~,  91). If ~ and 91 live in the universe A, then 
P (~,  ~)~ A. 
Definition 1.2. Structures ~ and 91 are said to have the back and forth 
property iff there is a non-empty set I C p(~,91 ) such that for each 
(i) For each m ~ M there is a j ~ I, extending i with domain containing m, 
(ii) For each n ~ N there is a j G I extending i with range containing n. 
Karp's Theorem. Structures ~ and 91 have the back and forth property iff 
• ~ ==-**~ 9t. 
An easy consequence of Karp's Theorem is the familiar esult of  [ 14]. 
Scott's Theorem. Countable structures 93~ and 91 are isomorphic iff 
• l =- 91. 
Though Karp's Theorem does not hold in arbitrary admissible sets, 
we use the theorem in V to obtain the following result, which will ~rve 
as our primary tool. 
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Theorem 1.3. Suppose structures ~1~ and 9~ live on the universe A. Then 
Proof. We show that if-~1 =A ~r~, then ~and 9~ have the back and forth 
property in t t . 
l fm = ( too , . . . ,  mk_ l), we denote by mC~m the ordered k + l-.tuple 
(m0, •. •, mk - t, m), and i f / i s  a function whose domain includes 
{m0 . . . . .  ink-  1 ). we write i(m) for ( i (m0) , . . . ,  i(mk_l)L 
We define 
I=  {i~ it'( ~ ,~) :  if the domain o f i  is {m 0 . . . .  , ink-  1 } 
for some k ~ ~,  and 
m = (m 0 , . . . ,  m k _ 1 ), then m ~A i(m)} 
We claim that I is a back and tbrth set from ~.~ to ~t. 
From the symmetry of the situation, it suffices to show that if 
m ".4 n, with m ~ M k , and m E M, then there is some n ~ N, such that 
m '~ m "n  n~n.We assume no such n exists, and derive a contradiction. 
In that ease, the ~ sentence 
(Vn ~ ~,h (3~p) [ [ ~ ~ ~o [m ~ ml & 9~ ~ 7 ~ In n nl] & fv(~0) = {Vo, . . . .  vk}] 
is true in A. Using V,-refleetien in A we can obtain some a e A such that 
(*) (Vn~N)  (3~0~a) [ [~ ~o|mnml& 92 ~7 ~o[nn ]]& fv(~o) = (v 0 . . . .  ,vk}], 
Now, by A-separation in A;  the formula 
= A {~a:  (~ ,  m) F~o[m] and fv(~) = {% . . . .  , Ok}} 
is in o,4. However, we ~i~en have 
while, by (*) above, 
~7 (~%) ~ [n].  
providing the desired contradiction. 
The reader should be aware that even if ~ and ~2 live in A, I, as de- 
fined above, need not be in A. H-separation, along with the axiom of 
inf'mity, would, of ¢ou:~e, guarantee this, even if ~ and 92 only lived 
on A. An obvious consequence of Theorem 1.3 is 
Corollary 1. Suppose 9.~ and ffl live on the universe A. Then, for  any 
m~Mandn ~N,  m ~ n i f f  m ~oth) n i f f  m ~A n, 
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We define ~"<.4 91 i f f~  ~ 91 and for every m~M,  and ~p~ £~.~, 
~' ~o[m]  iff 91~0[m]. Defhfitions of-< ~ and -¢,,,,, can be formulated 
analogously. We then have 
Corollary 2. Suppose ~l~ and 91 live on the universe A. Then, ~rt "<~4 91 
iff ~-g°(A)91 iff ~t~-~., w 91. 
There are results analogous to Theorem i.3 for the classes of  existen- 
tial sentences and positive sentences. For a definition of  these two 
syntactic lasses of sentences, the reader may consult [5]. If ~ is a class 
of sentences, we define ~(c5)91 iff for each sentence ¢ eci, if 2r/F~p, then 
9/~p. Then, using E A and PA to denote the class of existential and 
positive sentences of Z? A , respectively, and E=~ and P=o~ analogously, 
we have 
Theorem 1.4. Suppose ~ and 91 live on the universe A. Then. 
(i) 9~(E A )91 iff ~(Eo~to )91, 
(ii) ~(PA )91 iff  ~'~(P~w )91" 
The proof of Theorem 1,4 involves, in both parts, a result analogous 
to Karp's Theorem. These results are also given in [5], and Theorem 1.3 
and 1.4 constitute a strengthening of some results mentioned there. A 
strengthening of another kind is given in [11 ]. 
We say that structures ~ and 91 are pote'ttialO, isomorphic iff in some 
Boolean extension V8 of V, [~  ~ 91 ]8 = I. It was noticed independently 
by Barwise and the author that structures are potentially isomorphic iff 
they are -- ~.,o- This can be seen by using the back and forth property 
or Theorem 1.3 and some simple absoluteness results. If ~ ~,~ 9~, 
simply choose B so that in V 8, 'J3l and 91 are countable, and appeal to 
Scott's Theorem, etc. 
One can also introduce the notions, "~l~ is potentially embeddable #~ 
91" and "~ is a potential homomorphic image of91 ". One can then show 
that ~ is po'tentially embeddable in91 i f f ' ,~(E~ )~l, and ~0~ is a potential 
homomorphic mage of 9~ if f~(P=., )~. 
§2. 
This short section is devoted to a simple application of  Theorem i ,3 
to obtain a new bound ik)r a known result on rigid models. Other such 
bounds will be calculated in the following sections. 
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Suppose ~ is a countable structure which is rigid, i.e. admits no non- 
trivial automorphisms. From Scott's Theorem above, it follows that if 
m and p are distinct elements of M, then m/ -  p. 
Now, let us suppose that the rigid countable structure ~l~ lives on the 
universe A. Then, by Theorem 1,3, and our observation above, if m and 
p are distinct elements of M, m 7~a p, In other words, the r sentence 
(Vx E M) (Vy E M) [x ~ y ~ (3~p) [~0~ ~ Ix] & ~ ~ 7 ~o [y]],  
is true in A. Whence, by ~-reflection, there is some a ~ A such that 
(V; xEM)  (Vy E M)[x ~ y -~ (3~o Ea) [~ ~ ~o[x] & ~.L~ I=7 ~o[y ]]. 
We now define for each m ~ M a formula ~o,,~ of ~.~ by 
Clearly m is the unique element of M satisfying %n in ~t. By 6-separation, 
Cm ~ A for each m ~ M. Furthermore, by ~-replacement, 
is a function in A. 
Summarizing. we have established 
Theorem 2.1. S~ppose ~!~ is a countable structure living on the universe A. 
Then ~.~2 is rigid (~f there is a J)mction f in A which assigns to each element 
o1"31 a ]brmula (L!" J2A o f  which it is the unique sohttion in ~.  
The reader who is familiar with the known result of Kueker [8] and 
Reyes [ 13] for countable structures with at most countably many 
automorphisms, will easily be able to obtain an analogous improvement 
of their bound. In particular, if a countable structure ~.~ has fewer than 
continuum any automorphisms, the set of all its automorphisms will 
be in ~+.  
§3. 
Given a structure ~ and a class A, we denote by th A (~)  the class of 
all sentences of Z?,.~ :7 A which hold in ~.  IfA = V, we write simply 
fll(~r/). By a Scott sente~we for a structure ~ we mean a sentence ~which 
is ~omplete for th(~),  i.e., ¢~ th(~)  and ~,  ~ ~ for every ~ ~. th(~).  
Scott [ 14] in the countable case, and Chang [5] in general, first proved 
th It every structure has a Scott sentence. 
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If ~ is a structure of cardinality less than K for a language of cardi- 
nality less titan x, then the above results howed that there is a Scott 
sentence for ~ in ~,o .  Our purpose here is to tighten that bound, 
which was based only on cardinality considerations. 
Taking the cue from Theorem 1.3 and its application in Theorem 2, 
one might hope that if~X lived in the universe A, then a Scott sentence 
for ~ might be found in A, or that i f~  lived on A, that A th4 (~)  might 
serve as a Scott sentence. However, while, if ~ lives on A, th A (~)  char- 
acterizes th(!~) with respect o structures living on A, even if ~ lives in 
A, th A (gX) may not characterize th(~) with respect o structures in 
general. 
Example. The first example we discovered of this last phenomenon was 
suggested to us by H. Friedman, and concerned pseudo-well-orderings. 
Subsequently we noticed our original proof followed from a result in [6]. 
However, we give our original ~rgument here since in this specific case, 
the "well-order.:ng" property, a.ad not just the order type can be ex- 
ploited, Later, in §4. we will h~ ~e occasion to us~ all argument in the 
style of [6]. 
If A is admissible, then by a pseudo-well-ordering in A we mean a 
linear ordering (M, ~) in A such that every subset of M ill A has a -<--least 
eiement, but which is not a well-ordering. In other words, though (M,K) 
is not a well-ordering, A "thinks" it is. It is not difficult to show, by 
using the Barwise compactness theorem, for instance, that for each count- 
able admissible set A there is a an admissible B ~_ A, with the same 
ordinals, which contains a pseudo-well-)rdering. 
A reasonably direct argument shows that any pseudo-well-ordering 
(M, K} on an admissible set A must have order type ~ + ~ - O +/L where 
et = o(A), 0 is dense without endpoints, and/3 < t~. We will show that 
(N, K) <A (M, ~) ,  
where N is the initial segment of type t~ together with the final segment 
of type ~. Then, since obviously (N, K) ~ ,~w (M, -<) (clearly they are 
not potentially isomorphic, and, in fact, (N, K) $~+ t(M. K)), 
A th A ((M, <_ )) is not a Scott sentence for (M, <- ). 
The argument isvery short and simple. By induction, it suffices to show 
that i f9  ~ -°4, p E N, and (M, <- ) ~ (3x)~0[p], then (N, <-) ~ (3x)glp]. 
Suppose (M, <_~ ~ (3x)¢[p] .  Recalling that we may code the 
language of (M, K ) on A such that the relation (M, K) ~ ~[x] for any 
¢t E ~A and x E X, is A on A, it follows, since A thinks (M, K ) is well- 
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ordered, that there is a ~-least q in M such that (M, -<) ~0[p, q]. How- 
ever, it is immediate from the order type of (M, _<), that any such 
<-least q must be in N. This last fact is particularly clear thinking in 
terms of potential isomorphism, where the order type "becomes" 
+ a • r/+/3, r/being the order type of the rationals. 
Though the above example shows that our first "bound" is not suf- 
ficient, it will turn out to be just short of the correct bound. We will 
examine the formation of the Scott sentence in [5 ], but first mention a
related notion from [6] which will be of use here and in the next section. 
Definition 3.1. Structures ~ and 02 are said to have the a-sequentional 
back and forth property iff there is a sequence 
10:z  D_...: 
of non-empty subsets of P(~,02), such that if/3 < o~ and i~Ia+ 1 , then 
(i) for each m EM there is a le  I~ extending i with domain con- 
taining m, 
(ii) for each n~N there is a]~Ia extending i with range containingn. 
We note that though Ia ~: 0, Ia may consist of the empty function 
alone. 
Theorem 3.2 (Karp). Structures ~ ar,'d 02 have the a-sequential back and 
forth property tff ~2~ =~ 02. 
Unlike the similar equivalence in Karp's Theorem above, this result 
holds in KPU as will be clear below. 
Let ~ be any structure. The construction i [5] of a Scott sentence 
for ~li proceeds as follows" 
For each k ~ w and m E m k we inductively define 
o = A (0" 0 is atomic or the negation of an atomic formula (I m 
fv(O)= :% . . . . .  %-1)  ~,~Oim]) ,  
÷: = 3m eM Ip  - m m]) 
&(Vuk)V{o  ~ : 3m~M[p=m~m]) , 
ores = A o~ fo rS=U8 
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It is clear that fv(o~ ) = (v o . . . . .  vk-  1 }, and qr(o~n ) = e. More signifi- 
cantly, one can show by induction using Theorem 3.2, if 7"/is a structure 
and n ~N that m "-." n iff 9~ ~ o~ [n 1. Furthermore, if we assume that 
lives in the universe A, then for each m ~,11 and/3~A,  O~m E A, and, even 
more, o~ m is A in ~, m, ~'ad ~ (which we do not list explicitly). Conse- 
quently, i f~  lives in A, and 9~ is any structure, then ~---A ~ iff ~-=°~A)gl. 
Suppose, for the moment,  that for some/30 , and ever,.., rn, p~M 
m .,.t~ p i f fm , . .~ 1 p. It is shown for example, in [.~1, that 
kEto 
is a Scott sentence for ~ .  
A brute cardinality argument easily shows that such a/~0 always exists. 
We shall denote by css (~2) the sentence o given above where/30 is the 
least # such that for each m, p~M,  m ~a p i f fm ...~+1 p. We call css(2~) 
the canonical Scott sentence o f~.  It is now clear that for any structures 
and ~, 
- -~  92 iff css(~) = css (~) .  
Such a car, onical notion of  Scott sentence provides a very useful 
mechanism, for example, in counting the number of non-isomorphic 
countable models of  a countable theory. The problem in looking at the 
structures directly is that it becomes necessary to be able to distinguish 
isomorphic structures, so as not to count a single isomorphism type more 
than once. This difficulty is alleviated by considering the canonical Scott 
sentences themselves. Moreover, whereas the relation of being a Scott 
sentence for a given stn~cture is H, Cae relation of being the canonical 
Scott sentence of a given structure is X on any universe, and this fact 
can also be exploited, of. [ 1 1 ]. 
We now give a bound on css (~) .  From Corollary 1 to Theorem 1.3 
we see that if ~ lives on the universe A, for any m. p~M,  rn ~~ p im- 
plies m ,-.~÷ 1 p, where a = o(A). Whence, the ~ in css(~.~l) must be at 
most e. In summary we have 
Theorem 3.3. (i) css(~2) e ~o~ ++, and. in fact, 
(ii) q r (~) )  < o(~2) + co. 
As an obvious corollary we have 
Corollary 1. f f  A is recursive(v inaccessible, then A is closed under 
canonical Scott sentences, L e. i f  ~£q ~ A, then css(~) E A. 
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We shall obtain a partial converse to this corollary in § 6 below. 
The above was also discovered independen~:ty by both Barwise and 
Sacks, In place of Theorem 1,3, they used the very powerful result on 
inductive definitions of [ 4 I, 
We end this section by me~tioning some conditions equivalent to the 
existence of the canonical Scott sentence. Tim z~lations ~ and ,-.t~ are to 
be interpreted below relative to the single model ~.l)k The proofs of 
various equivalences :~re all quite s~mple, and we omit the,n. 
Theorem 3.4. &tppose ~))~ lives in the universe A. Then the following six 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) css(~) ~. ~t ,  
(ii) For a~O" m ~ M. any structure 9~E A. am~ n ~ N, (~ ,  rn) =A (gt , n) 
i ff  there is a back and ]~rth set y?om (~3J~, m) to (gL n) in A, 
(iii) --. is v.-deit?nable on A, 
( i v )  "-- E A, 
(v) There is a 13eA such that ~ = ~~ , 
(vi) qr(css(~l)) < o(AL 
It is now clear that the above six properties depend only on the "height" 
of A, and not on the "widd~". In other words, ifA and B are admissible, 
~ ~ A, B ~ A, and o(B) = o(A), then css(~.~) e .C A iff css(~) ~ ~o B , etc. 
Conspicuously missing from the above list is a condition asserting the 
existence in A of an arbitrary Scott sentence fi)r ~ .  We will consider this 
question below in §5, 
§4. 
This section is devoted to computing tighter bounds for tile canonical 
Scott sentences of certain types of linear orderings, in particular, 
scattered linear orderings and homogeneous linear orderings. We have 
already considered pseudo-well-orderings. In contrast, is the case of 
well-orderings, for here, ~-- is just the set of finite pieces of the identity 
function, whence ~, and so the canonical Scott sentence, is always in 
any admissible set containing the well-ordering and oa. 
We shall adopt the standard convention of writing orderings in the 
form 'J3~ = (M, -<), instead of using an interpretation function A. In fact, 
when it is clear what order type we are dealing with, we shall often only 
list the universe and omit the order relation entirely. 
The basic tool in our study of linear orderings is the following 
analysis, which may already be familiar to the reader, but which shall 
now describe informally, 
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Given a linear ordering ~= (M, _<_), and an element m o EM, by the 
block o fm o in ~ we mean the set of all m ~M separated from m 0 by 
at most finitely many elements in the ordering, i.e., 
{m: (p: m < p < m 0 or m 0 _< p < m) is finite). 
B:ocks will have order type co, co~, i.e., co backwards, co* + co, or some 
n ~- co. It is clear that for any m and p inM, m is in the block o fp  iffp 
is in the block of m. Consequently the blocks of e$ements of ~ inherit 
an obvious ordering from 9.1/. Thus, we may repeat he process, and con- 
sider blocks of blocks etc. In general, we may iterate this procedure, 
defining for each ordinal t~, begi~ aing with 1, and m 0 ~M, B(a, m0), 
the a-block of  m 0 . At limit ordinals ~ we naturally define B(6. m o ) = 
Uv < 6 B('y, m0), and maintain the fact that the blocks decompose M into 
a set of equivalence classes. This analysis will terminate at stage a, i.e., 
B(~,, rn) = B(t~ + 1, m) for each m ~ M, either i ffM itself is the unique 
a-block, or if the a-blocks are densely ordered. 
Definition 4.1. A linear ordering ~ is said to be homogeneous iff for 
each m, p EM, there is an automorphism of ~ carrying m to p. 
Using the above analysis, Kunen noticed 
Theorem 4.2. ~ is a countable homogeneous linear ordering i f f  ~ has 
order type (co* + co)a or (co* + coy ~ . ~1, where a is a countable ordinal 
and rl is the order type o f  the rationals. 
The above definition and theorem can be extended in a natural way to 
Definition 4.3. A linear ordering ~ is said to be quasi4mmogeneous iff 
for each m, p ~ M, m "-- p. 
Then, thinking in terms of potential isomorphism, we easily obtain 
Theorem 4.4. ~ is a quasi-homogeneous linear orderit~g i f f  ~ has order 
type (co* + co)~ or (co* + co)~ " p where a is an ordinal and p is dense 
without endpoints. 
Having identified the quasi-homogeneous linear orderings, we go on 
to compare them with regard to equivalence in ~?,~. These orderings 
are ideally suited to direct analysis via Theorem 3.2. 
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We first show how the above al'~alysis into blocks may be described 
by formulas of .12,. w , where ~ is some alphabet appropriate for con- 
sidering linear orderings. 
In particular, we simultaneously define formulas ~5~, *_ k for successor 
ordinals 1~ > 0 and natural numbers k > O, and Fo or all ordinals t3 > O, 
by a double induction, We may think of  the definition as given by a 
Z-recursion on any admissible set, We will interrupt our definition to 
put down in words what each forn, ula expresses. We fix some linear 
ordering ~ = (M, <_ ) for reference purposes. 
'I'1, I (x, y)  = x _< y 8: (Vv  0) [(x < v o & v 0 <_ y) -* (x = v 0 y = v0)],  
rI't ,k~ t (x, y) = (3 vk+ 1 ) I'l'l ,k (x' ok, I ) & ~l ,  ~ (vk+ 1,Y)] • 
¢I,1,_ k (x, y)  = O~,kO',  x)  • 
r i (x,  y) = V 
¢I,1, k means that x _< y ~nd there are no more than k--I elements 
between x and y in the ordering. ~ i ,  - k means that y _< x and there 
are no more than k -  1 elements between x and y. P 1 means that there 
are at most finitely many elements between x and y. Consequently, 
B(1 ,m)  = {pEM:  ~ ~F  1 [m,p]},  
~ 1, I (x' y) = x <_ y & (W o) [(x <_ t b & v o <_ y) 
-~ (Fo(x, Vo)vro (y ,  Vo))], 
'l'o÷ l, ~.÷ 1 (x, y)  -~ (3ok,.  ~ ) ['I'a+ 1,k(x, %)  & ,:I,a + 1, ~ (Vo' Y)I , 
@~+ 1,-~-(x, y) = eo~+l,k O', x ) ,  
Po÷ l (x' = ±k 
The definitions ~ or/3 + 1 are the analogs of the definitions for 1, but 
on tlae induced ordering whose elements are the l$-blocks. We th 'n see 
inductively that 
B(13+ l ,m) - -  (p~t! t :~  ~F¢÷ l [m, p]}. 
Finally, for limit ordinals/3 we directly define 
r~(x, y) = v v (x, y ) .  
~<o 
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This simply amounts to taking a union of  all previous blocks and so 
B(/3, m) = {pc: ~ ~ l-'a [m. p]) for limit/3. 
One may verify inductively that 
qr(@t~+ 1,_+k) = 60. (3 + k qr(F~) = ¢o'(3. 
We are now in a position to prove 
Theorem 4.5., Suppose a and (3 are on]inals with ~ < (3, and P and P ' are 
dense without  endpoints. Tlwh 
(i) (60* + 6o)" =~n~+l (60* + co)a , 
¢h 
(ii) (60* + 60)a - , ,  a+l (60. + ¢o)a. p ,  
(iii) (60* + 60)¢' • p ="  ~,+2 (60. + 60)a, /3 > ~,  
(iv) (60* + 60)~ •/~ -~n~+2 (60* + co)a .p ' .  
Proof. We prove (i) in the style of  [6], with proofs of  (ii) and (iv) being 
similar. Part (iii) follows from (iv) together with (ii) with a =/3. 
First we introduce some additional notation. Given a linear ordering 
~= (M, <) with s _c M, we denote by (s)~, k the inherited ordering on 
O {y~M:  ~.t1~ dp~,_~2/¢_ 1 (x ,y ) ) .  
X~8 
If k = 0, then cb~. 2 k 1 is understood to be I'~. 
We then define, t'or each ordinal "~ <_ 60 • a, the set 
1 = {i ~ P((60" + 60)a, (w*  + 60)a): (3i)  [i c ./and j is an isomorphism 
T 
from (dora i)~, k onto (range i)~ k, where/~ and k are the unique 
ordinals uch that k ~ co and 7 =' co "/i + k).  
We let I,~ ~+1 consist of  the empty function alone. 
It is clear that I.~ _CI~ whenever ~<_ 3'. We will show that (l.r)~ < - ~,. a 
is an 60. a-sequential back and forth sequence from (60* + 60)'~ to 
(w* + co)a. Given 3" + 1 < 60 • a + 1, i ~ I7+ 1, m ~ (60* + 60)a and 
• t gr l  n ~ (60* + 60)~, we must find ~, extending i in I~ with m ~ dora i' and 
.1? n ~ range t , respectively. If3" = co • or, this is quite simple. Otherwise we 
select an arbitrary i ~ I. r + 1 ,7  < 60 "a, with 3' = ¢o • ~ + k, k > 0. and 
n ~ (6o* + ~)a. We note the obvious fact that ~ < a. 
Ca~e 1. n ~ (range i)t, k + I. Then there is a / extending i and carrying 
(dom i)~,k+ l isomorphically onto (range i)~.k+ l- Such a i induces an 
extension J' o f i  with n in its range, which is actt, a!!y in !v+ i . 
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Case 2. n q~ (range i)~, k + 1- 
(i) n is less that~ every element o f  range i. Since dora i is finite, there 
is some m ~ M such that ((m))t ,k+: n (dora i)t,k+: = 0 and m is less 
than every element of  dora i. Then. since for any m ~ (co* + co)", 
n ~ (02* + co)~, 1~ ca, :rod ~" < ¢~, ({m ) )~.,t ~ ((n))~,t, it is clear that there is 
an extension of i taking (dora i u (m))t.k+ ~onto (range i t.; (n))~,k+: iso- 
morphicaily, and giving rise to some i' extending i in Iv+ 1 with n ~ range i'. 
(ii) h, is greater than every elemen: o f  range i. This is analogous to (i). 
(iii) n is between elements of  range i. We may then choose elements 
m 0 , nq of dom i such that i(m o) <_ n <_ i(m I ), and no elements of range 
i are between i(m 6) and i(m I ). Then, since i ~ Iv+ 1. 
k +l n ( (m I })t, k*l = 0 ,  
whence, there is some m between m 0 a~d m I with 
({m0})t, k n ({m})t,/¢ c~ ({m I })~, k = 0. Once again, there is an iso- 
morphism extending i taking (dora i u (m})~, e onto (range i 'J (n})~, k 
which induces an extension i' o f i  in L,. 
We may begin with m ~ (co* + co) '~ and proceed as above in an analogous 
manner. 
In the case of (iv), we define 1,o. ~ + ~ to consist of the empty function 
alone, and I`0, a+l to consist of finite partial isomorphisms induced by 
isomorphisms carrying oistinct a-blocks onto a-blocks contained in 
distinct/3-blocks, etc. 
It should be pointed out that Theorem 4.5 can be improved slightly. 
One can show, f~r example, that i f~ _</3, (ca* + co)~ < ` 0.~+ 1 (co* + w). ~, 
with the obvious embedding understood. All that is needed is to note 
that one may fix finitely many e:ements of (co* + co) a at a time in the 
above arguments. Similar improvements exist for (ii), and for those in- 
stances of  (iv) in which p can be embedded in 0'. 
Example. We mention a few facts about recursive homogeneous linear 
orderings. The least non-recursive ordinal is denoted as usual by co cK. 
I fa  < co lc-x , it is not at all difficult to see that (co* + co) ~ and 
(co* + ¢a)" :~  are recursive order types. It will be clear later on that 
(co* + co)`0~ is not a r,cursive order tyt~e. However, by using either 
file Bar,vise compactne.~ theorem or a direct construction i volving the 
recursive order type COCK + ¢oC.~. T/, one can show that the order type 
(co, + co)`0cK, r/is a recursive order type. In view of Theorem 4.5 then, 
for each ordinal o~ < cock  there is a structure ~ in L`0 cK such that 
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(6o* + co) ='cK" n ---a ~,  but (o~* + 6o)~ cK • r /~ , , ,  SL This shows that, 
in general, Theorem 1.3 provides, in effect, the best possible bound. One 
may also conclude from this example that the bound given in Theorem 
3.3 (ii) is also, in general, the best possible. 
We note that no higher ordinals will work in Theorem 4.5, since in 
cases (i) and (ii), only (co* + ~)¢, ~ (Vx) (Vy) P~(x, y), and 
"(Vx) (Vy) Ua(x, y)"  has quantifier rank to. a + 2, and in cases (iii) and (iv), 
assuming O> a, tile sentence "(3x) (~y) [~,  ~ (x. y) & "3 I'~, (x, Y)I" of 
quantifier ank ¢o • a + 3 holds in (¢o* + a~P and (~*  + 6o)# • p', but not 
in (~*  + ~)~, . p. 
The next theorem provides a general result connecting -~ with tile 
analysis into blocks. 
Below, we assume m = (m o , . . . ,  mk_ 1 ), n = (n 0 . . . . .  nk - 1 ), and 
write rn ~ m in place o fm~ {m o . . . . .  mk_~). 
Theorem 4.6. Let ~ -- (M, <) and ~ = (N, <_') be linear orderings, 
m ~ M, n E N, with B(O, m) = B(O, p) for each m, p ~ m, and B(O, n) = 
B(f3, q) for each n, q ~ n. Then, tf m ,,,,o ,a n, 
(B(0, too), _< fIB(0, too)2 , m) - (B(~, n O) <:_' fl B(0, no)2, n) ,  
Proof. By induction on/3. 
We leave the case of 0 = 1 for the reader, and assume the result for 
O. We suppose that m ~M, n ~ N, with B(~ + 1, m) = B(¢ + 1, p) for 
each.m, p ~ m, B(0+ 1, n) --- BO + 1, q) for each n, q E n, and rn-~(~*l)rt 
For x~M we use the notation B(t~, x)* to represent the structure ob- 
tained from the ordering <B(O, x), <_ N B(fl, x) 2) by adjoining the sub- 
sequence of m of those elements in Bffl, x), and a similar convention 
for ~.  Our plan is to show that B(fl, m 0)* and B(IS, no)* are isomorphic 
and that i f k~ ¢o and i fx is an element of tile k th 0-block ofB(fl + 1 ,m o) 
above (below) B(I~, m0), if there it one, then there is ay  in the k th 0-block 
of B(/3 + 1, n 0) above (below) B(fl, n 0), with B(i~, x)* isomorphic to 
B(~I, y)*, and vice versa. It will then be clear that B(t~ + 1, m o )* is iso- 
morphic to B(fl + I, n 0)*, and that is what we need to show. 
First of all, let us suppose that m e is in B(/~, me). Then r~(m0, m i) 
holds in ~q. Recalling that qr(l"o) = 6o • 0, l"a(no, ni) holds in ~q since 
m ~,o~+1) n. Similarly, if mi is in file k th 0-block of B(13 + I, m o) above 
B(/3, too), then q~(mo, m~) = ~0,k(mo, m i) & -3 q~a,k - 1 (too, mi) holds 
in ~.  Then, since qr(q~) = wi~ + k, cI,(n o, n~) holds in ~,  i.e., n~. is the k th 
0-block of B(fl + 1, n o) above B~,  n o). The situation in which m i is in 
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the k th B-block below B(/3, m 0) is completely analogous, as are the 
cases in which we begin with nz-. 
Now, let x be in the kth-block above B(~, m 0) for some k ~ to. Since 
m ~~o .(~+!) n, there is somey~N such that mnx ~~o .~+k nny.  Then, 
as above y is in the k th ~-block above B(/3, n 0). Now, by our induction 
hypothesis, B(~, x)* is isomorphic to B(~, ~')*. Since all other cases are 
similar, our proof for the successor stage i~ complete. 
Finally, we assume that 6 is a limit ordinal and that the above holds 
for all ordinals ¢ < ~. Let us suppose that for each m, p E m, B(6, m) = 
= B(15, p) and for each n, q ~ n, B(6, n) = B(6, q), and that m ~o~. 6n. 
Since 6 is a limit ordinal and m and n are each of finite length, there is 
some ~0 < 6 such that for each m, p ~ m, B(/~ 0, m) = B(/3 0 , p), and for 
each n, q ~ n, B(~ 0 n) = B(/~ 0, q). Whence, by our induction hypothesis, 
B(~ 0 , m o )* and B(13 o, n 0 )* are isomorpt~ic. Similarly, for each/3 such 
that/3 0 ~ ~ < 6, we have B([3, m 0)* and B(/L n 0 )* isomorphic by some 
ison~orphism .t~. Furthermore, since for 7 </3, and any x 6 B(/3, m 0 ), fa 
must take the 7-bJock o fx  onto the "y-block of  the image of  x, it is clear 
that one can arrange the ftn)ctions.l~ so that i f7 </3,1~ c f~. Conse- 
quently, LI 3"~ will take B~5. too)* isonaorphically onto B(6, n0~*. This tJ<~ 
completes the limit case of the induction, and with it our proof. 
We immediately obtain 
Corollary 1. Su?~pose 9.~ is a linear ordering a" o f  whose elements lie in 
the same a-block. Then. qr(css(~))  <: w • (t~ + 1). 
Tile reader will recall that a ~:.near ordering is said to be scattered iff 
a dense linear orderi:~g cannot be embedded in it. The notion of a 
scattered linear ordering is, of course, very intimately connected to 
what we have been considering in this section. A linear ordering is 
scattered iff there is some ordinal a such that all elements of the ordering 
lie in the same a-block. 
As an immediate corollary to Theorem 4.6 we have the following 
extension of  a result o f  Makkai [9]. 
Theorem 4.7, &,ppt~se ~.~ is a scattered linear ordering and ~ is a linear 
ordering. Then 9.~ =-~0~ 9~ i f f  ~ ~- ~.  
Finally, we introduce admissible sets into our discussion. 
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Lemma 4.8. Let ~ be a linear ordering and let a = o(,~!~). Then, Jbr each 
m~M,  B(a, m) = B(a + 1, m), and so the anal)sis termbmtes at the a th 
stage. 
Proof. If not, there are m, p ~ M such that ~l ~ Pa +~ (m. p), but 
~ "1 P~ (m, F), i.e., pEB(a  + 1, m), but p~B(a,  m). We may assume 
that m < p and that cI,a+ l, I (m, p), i.e., m and I are in adjacent a-blocks. 
Then, it follows for all r such that m < r < p, that 
~P  Ira, rl v P~IP, r] ,  
i.e., r~B(a,  m) or rEB(a ,  p). Since a is a limit ordinal we may con- 
clude that 
" (Vx~M)  [rn < x < p -~ (3/~) [9.~ F P~(m, x) v P~(p. x)l l" 
holds in A. The above statement is r on A since the formula I'~ is 
clearly v in ft. Now, using r..,-reflection, we obtain ~o ~ A such that 
(VxcM)  [m < x < p ~ (3~ < 3r 0) I~  P~(m, x) v Pa(p, x ) l l .  
Consequently, ~ ~ 1".~ 0+ ~ (m. p), i.e., p ~ B(3'o + 1, m) c_c_ B(t~. m). contra- 
dicting our original assumption. 
Finally we have 
Theorem 4.9. Let ~ be a scattered linear ordering. Then css(2~) ~ ~ +. 
Proof. Since ~I? is scattered, it has already been observed that for some 
ordinal % ~ ~ (Vx) (Vy) l"v(x, y). If a = o (~) ,  then, in view of 
Lemma 4.8, ~ i = (Vx) (Vy) 1",~ (x, y). Arguing as above, 
"(Vx ~'M) (VyEM)  (3fl) 1~.~ ;- P~(x, Y) I" ,  
holds in ~+.  Appealing to ~-reflection once again, we obtain Go E~i + 
such that 
~ (Vx) (Vy) [~o (x, Y)I. 
Hence, by the corollary to Theorem 4.6, qr(css(~)) < co - (3o + I )E~*  
and so, by Theorem 3.4, css (~)~ ~+.  
If a linear ordering is not scattered, then a "special" bound on the 
length of the analysis may not provide any "special" bound on its 
canonical Scott sentence. For example, one can construct a recursive 
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linear ordering ~.t.lI such that the analysis tops at the first ,, rage, i.e., 
B(l ,  m) = B(a, m) for  all ordinals a, but such that qr(css(1.~)) > co cK 
§s. 
The object of this section is to prove 
Theorem 5. I. Let A be a countabh, admissible set containing £2 and 
satisfying the axiom of  infinity. Suppose ~o E A is a Scott sentence. Then 
there is a canonical Scott sentence o ~ A such that ~ ~ ~ o. 
We note that the axiom of infinity is necessary here. For example, 
while every canonical Scott sentence nmst have quantifier ank at least 
ca, there are many Scott sentences in 22~, o , e.g., for dense linear orderings 
wizhout endpoiats, or any finite structure for a finite language. 
For convenience, we fix a countable universe A containing Y2 and 
satisl}'ing infinity, and a Scott sentence ,?~ A, 
A fragment .L?I~ is a subclass of £~0 of the form J2~¢ o n B for B 
transitive and closed under some natural but very weak conditions. The 
reader may consult [71 for a precise definition. For convenience, we 
assume that the variables u0 , u 1 . . . . .  are also in the fragment. In par- 
ticular, if 0 is any formula of J2 B with k free variables, for some k~ ca, 
there is a logically "equivalent" formula 0' E 2B with free variables 
v 0, . . . ,  og.  ~ obtained by a substitution and -enaming of bound vari- 
ables where necessary. Using the axiom of infinity it is very easy to 
prove. 
Lemma 5.2. There is a fragment 22 B such that ~o~ £?B and 12 B c=A. 
Below, we use the notation x to denote some arbitrary sequence of 
variables xo . . . . .  xk - I .  It is to be understood that the formula ~k(x) 
has its free variables amm~g x o . . . . .  xk -  1" We write " (3x)  ~b (x)" as 
an abbreviation for 
(3%)(3x  I ) .  . . (3x  k~t )  ~(x0 . . . .  , xk -~"  
As is common practice, we omit initial universal quantifiers. 
Definition 5.3. Let ~B be a fragment. T c ~ is said to be complete 
for ~ iff T is consistent and for each sentence ~E ~B, T ~ ~ or 
T~ "3 ~. A formula O(x) is said to be complete for Z~ B with respect o 
T iff for each formula ~(x) E ~B. T ~ O(x) -~ ~(x) or T ~ O(x) -~ -1 ~.J (x). 
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When dealing with a single sentence 9, we write "~o ~" rather than 
"{~o} ~". 
Lemma 5.4. Let Z?e be a countable fragment and T complete for ~o a. 
T is co-categorical i.e. all countable models of Tare isomorphic, iff 
TI = A (Vx) V {0(x): O(x)~ f2 B is complete for .0~ w.r.t. T}. 
kEto 
The above is simply Corollary D to Theorem 16 of [7], and is a con- 
sequence of the omitting types theorem. 
Let ~ be a model of  such an co-categorical theory T and suppose that 
O is some set of  formulas provided by Lemma 5.4. While, in general, a
formula complete for some fragment with respect o some theory may 
not be complete for some l~dger fragment, he fact that each element of 
satisfies a formula in O guarantees that the formulas in O are actually 
complete for J2.~,o w.r.t. 7'. This is easily demonstrated by a back and 
forth argument which we leave to the reader. 
The point of the preceding observation is that we may replace the 
final occurrence of "~B by o in Lemma 5.4. We refer to this altered 
version as Lemma 5.4'. 
Now, applying Lemma 5.2, followed by Lemma 5.4', we see that, 
since BEA, ~here is an ordinal/3o EA such that each sentence in O has 
quantifier rank below t3 0. Whence, the canonical Scott sentence quiv- 
alent to 9 wi!l have quantifier rank less than o(A). If, in addition, we 
had a model ~ of ~o living in A, it would then be clear how to obtain 
css(~) inside R A . We shall, however, place a canonical Scott sentence 
equivalent to ~o inside ~A without benefit of any such ~ E A. 
Let us suppose that the canonical Scott sentence  equivalent to ~0 
is of the form 
~o + 1 
k~o ra~M k " '"  
for some particular ~o ,  with ,6o EA. Our problem is to place the for- 
mulas o~ and oPm ° + I within A in a "usable" fashion so that we are able 
to form o inA. 
In order to carry out our task we shall have to exploit the connection 
between the syntax and semantics of  £?A for countable admissible A. 
I fA is a universe for .0, then there is a complete notion of  provability 
on A. In particular, a provability relation t-- is defined on A so that if T 
is X on A, and ~ E --PA, then 
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T I -~ i f fT~ ~.  
Moreover, the relation T F-- ~ is I: on A. if T is ~ on A. 
We now define 
T = {~ Y2a: ¢}- ~).  
Then, since ¢ is complete for ~a ,  we have for each ~¢ T, ~ I-- ~k iff not 
~p ~7 6. Now, since the relation ~ ~ ~ is ~, and -7 g, is A 0 in g~, we have 
T~ A by A-separation. 
Next, let C be the set of  formulas of ~a consistent with T. Ciearly 
gffx) ~ C iff (3x)  if(x) ~ T, so by ~-replacement, C~A.  
Finally we let K be the set of  all formulas of C with free variables 
%,  • • •, % - l ,  for so~e k E 6~, which are complete/ 'or J2 B with respect 
to T, Then 
K= (O~C: (3k~)  ~G'(0~= {v 0 . . . . .  Ok--l) 
& (v¢,~ ~a)lfv(~) c__ fv(0) 
-> [ ( (Vo0~, , . (Vo~.  l ) (0 -+ ~) )~T 
v ( (V%) . . .  (~ '~_  l) .(0 ~ "3 ~))~ T l l  ] } ,  
and so K~ A by A-separation. 
Definition 5.5. A formula ~ ~ K is said to extend aformula 0 ~ K with 
respect o T ill" for some k e w, fv(0) = (v 0 . . . .  , °k-  1 }, 
fv(~k) = {O 0 . . . . .  Ok_l, ok }, and T ~ 0 -~ (3ok) ~. 
If ~k extends 0 with respect o the complete theory T, then, since both 
~k and 0 are in ,~, we also have T~ ~ -~ 0. 
We will employ the function ext r defined on K as follows: 
extr(0)  = (~ e K: ¢ extends 0 w.r.t. T) .  
Since K and T are in A, and T is complete for ~?s, for each 0 e K. 
ext r (0 )E  A, and, in fact, the function ext r is itself in A. 
Now, mimicking the construction of  css(~),  we define for each 
0 ~ K with fv(0) = {o 0 . . . . .  °k-  1 ), and each ordinal ~A,  a formula 
~ /~.,! given by the following £-recursion in A: 
o ° = A (~: ~ is atomic or the negation of an atomic formula & 
fv(~)-- fv(o) &(o -~ ~)~ r}, 
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0"0~+1 = Off 8¢, A{(30 k) ff~ : gle extr(0)} 
& (Vu k) V(t~:  g,e extr (0)) ,  
o~ =A(oe~:7<6) if~=U~. 
It is sufficient o show that for each ~ff and 0 ~ R there is an m E M 
such that ~ = o~ m , and vice versa. We then have 
css(~) = o~ ° & A A [ (V%) . . .  (Vu~_ 1 ) [o?  ÷-a?+l]]  
k~o~ OEK 
fv(0)= {% ..... vk_l} 
and so css(~) ~ A. 
In order to establish the abeve condition, one may define functions 
f : M --} K, and g : K -+ M st~ch that for each m ~M. 
(i) (Vp E M f(m n p) ~ ext r (~m)) ] ,  
(ii) (VO ~K) (V~ ~ extr  (0)) [(3p eM)  [g(g~) =g(C) n p]], 
and for each ~, 
(iii) (Vm EM) [o k = o~m)] ,  
(iv) (VO e K) |off = o a ] g(o) " 
Suppose we have defined such funct ions f  and g so tbqt (i) and (ii) 
hold, as well as (iii) and (ix,) for the case in which/~ = 0. Tilen the re- 
mainder of (iii) and (ix,) follow by induction, the successor case using 
(i) and (ii) and the limit case trivially. The point of employing functions 
f and g was in order to make the limit case immediate. 
The funct ionsf  and g are to be defined in V, so choice procedures 
are available. First of  all, we define f(0) = ¢. In general, using Lemma 
5.4', we let f (m)  be some 0 ~ K such that ~ ~ 0 [m]. Conditi ~n (i) and 
condition (iii) when ~ = 0 wilt then automatically be satisfied. Turning 
tog,  gre define g(o) = 0 for each sentence o~K. Let us suppose we 
have defined g(O) so that o ° = o°,0), and ~b ~ extr(0).  Then s~iace 
T~ 0 ~ (3 v~)~k, there is a p~3f~uch that 9.tl N ¢~ [g(O)np], and we 
may define g(g,) to be such ag(O)np. Since ~ is complete for ~ w.r.t. 
7', we will also have o ° = e°,,,r~.. With this final construction we have 
completed the proof (ff Th~b~/e~l 5.1. 
The significance of Theorem 5.1 lies, in part, in the removal of  any 
doubt that, at least in this particular espect, though limited to the 
countable case, our selection of css(~l) as the candidate for "the 
canonical Scott sentence" is unsatisfactory. 
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Our proof above, will of course, not generalize to hie uncountable case 
since we lose the completene~ theorem and with it the omitting types theo- 
rem. Since the notion of being a Scott sentence is I1, the "obvious" argu- 
ment via Levy's absoluteness theorem does not apply. Similarly, the usual 
"brute" cardinal collapsing argument cannot be used since the notion of 
being a Scott sentence is not absolute. Of course if we extended the 
standard notion of provability in the obvious way to/~,°,o, and defined 
Scott sentences syntactically rather than semantically, we would have 
a "generalization" of Theorem 5.1, but not a very interesting one. 
In fact, a counterexample to the extension of Theorem 5.1 to the 
uncountable case was pointed out to us by the referee. A question left 
open by this exan~ple iswhether the hypothesis that A is countable can 
be dropped if we add the hypothesis that ¢ has a model in A. 
§6. 
In this final section we note the equiv~dence of certain conditions on 
admissible sets. Some of the connections are apparent, while others are 
more remote. Several of the implications were already noted in [ 1 ], and 
others in [ 10]. 
A is said to be locally countable iff very element of A is mapped 1-1 
into ~0 by a function in A. A is said to be a ~-~nodel iff there are no 
pseudo-well-orderings in A [c.f. § 3, Example]. A is said to be an t.model 
iff whenever isomorphic structures ~l and ~ live in A, there is an iso- 
morphism between them in A. A has the canonical Scott sentence property 
iff whenever a structure ~ lives in A, css(~.) ~A. A has the Scott sentence 
properO, iff every structme which lives in A has some Scott sentence in A. 
A has the LOwenheim-Skolem pr,operty iff whenever .t?~A and ¢ ~'/'a 
has a model, ¢ has a model which lives in A. 
In this context our strict definitions of language and structure cause 
difficulties. If A contains no urelements, then strictly speaking, it con- 
tains no sentences or structures, and so certain of the conditions are 
satisfied tri~,ially. Hence, for the purposes of  the result to follow, it is 
more convenient to relax the definitions of language and structure by 
omitting mention of urelements. 
Theorem 6.1. Let A be a locally countable admissible set. The following 
six conditions are equh'alent: 
(i) A is a &model 
(ii) A is an t-modeL 
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(iii) A has the canonical Scott sentence properO,. 
(iv) A has the Scott sentence property, 
(v) A is recursively inaccessible, 
(vi) A has the L6wenheim-Skotem property. 
Proof. We consider the various implications leaving (iv) =, (v) and 
(i) =~ (ii) for last. 
(ii) =~ (iii). In view of Scott's Theorem, for any stn lctu~ #~ living 
in A, and m, p ~ M, m ~ p iff there is an automorphism of ~ taking 
m to p (in the obvious way). I fA  is an t-model, such automorphisms 
could always be found in A itself, thus pr'widing a ~ definit ion of  ~ on 
A. Whence, by Theorem 3.4, css (~)~ A. 
(iii) =~ (iv) is immediate. 
(v ,~ (vi) is discussed in [ 12]. 
(vi) ~* (i) is trivial. 
(iv) =* (v). We assume A is locally countable and not recursively in- 
accessible and obtain a structure living in A with no Scott sentence in 
Z? A . Since A is not recursively inaccessible, there !s some transitive 
a cA  such that o(Hyp(a)) = o(A), and since A is locally countable, 
there is some s c co in A which encodes thee-relation on a. We now 
appeal to the well-known result of recursion theory connecting the 
recursive and hyperarithmetic ordinals to conclude that an ordinal ~ is 
recursive in s iff/~ is hyperarithmetic in s. Then, it follows that each 
ordinal in A is recursive in s, whence 6o], the first ordinal not recursive 
in s is o(A). But then, it can be shown, as in the example in §3, that 
there is a linear ordering recursive in s, and hence in A, of type t.o] +¢o]. r/, 
which can have no Scott sentence in A. 
(i) =~ (ii). We prove the contrapositive. Assume there are isomorphic 
models ~ and ~ which live in A, but have no isomorphism in A. We 
imitate the Kleene-Brouwer ordering of  finite sequences. 
First, we fix two enumerations, <M ofhL and <N of N. both of  
type w, which is possible since A is locally countable. We now define 
another linear ordering iX, <>. First, the elements of X are to consist of  
finite sequences x of ordered pairs (x~, x~>, such that x 1 ~ M, x~ ~ N, 
and the function taking x~ to x 2 for k less than the length of  x is in 
P (~,  if/), and for each 2i, 2i + t less than the length of x, x~t is the itla 
element of  <M and x2i+l is the ith element of  <~,, For each x and y in X 
we define x < y i f fx  is a proper extension o fy  or i fk  is the first place 
at which x and y differ and x~ <~ y~ if k is even, or x I <M y l  if k is odd. 
It is not difficult to see that from any infinite descending <-sequence 
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in A an isomorphism from ~ to 9~ can be constructed in A. Since no 
such isomorphism exists in A,  there are no infinite descending <-sequences 
in A. Since A is locally countable, every subset of X in A has a least 
element. However, since ~ and 9} are, in fact, isomorphic, there is an 
infinite descending <-chain. Consequently, (X. < > is a pseu~ ,-well- 
ordering in A, and so A is not a ~-model. 
If local countability is omitted from the hypothesis of  Theorem 6, 
and replaced by countability the result is no longer true. For example, 
file LiSwenheim-Skolem property and the t-model property both imply 
local countability, while none of the other properties do. FurO,.ermore, 
there are countable 0-models containing co which are not recursively in- 
accessible. However, certain of the implications obviously hold even if 
countability is now omitted. For instance, the Li~wenheim-Skolem 
property still implies all the others, and recursive inaccessibility implies 
the canonical Scott sentence property, which implies the Scott sentence 
property, which, in turn implies the H-model property. With the excep- 
tion of implication obtained from Theorem 5. I, we have not yet deter- 
mined whether any of the implications not specifically discussed above 
hold. 
A number of more or less ad hoc conditions relating to the above 
properties can, no doubt, be formulated. For example an admissible 
set A containing ¢o is a 13-model iff A satisfies the "weak embeddab!hty 
property", which holds iff whenever ~ and 9? live in A, and ~ is 
countable in A and embeddable in ~, then there is an embedding of 
into ~ in A. We need to stipulate co E A since not every admissible set A 
with o(A)  - ¢o is a ~model. 
From the properties we have discussed above, together with other 
known results on completeness and compactness, it would appear that 
a locally countable admissible set constitutes a very descriptive universe 
in which to study model theory. 
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